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Introduction

Anamnios is due to extrinsic and intrinsic conditions. Intrinsic causes include maternal and fetal abnormalities mostly due to cystic renal changes or absence of kidney. The renal tubular dysgenesis (RTD) is a recessive autosomal family disorder which leads to absence or severe hypoplasia of proximal tubes [1]. We report a case of anamnios associated with RTD and lack of vault ossification.

Case Report

In a 23 year old patient, prim pare, showing a second degree of consanguinity (her father is the stepfather’s cousin) was detected an anamnios at 20 weeks of pregnancy by ultrasonographic examination. Intrauterine fetal death occurs few days later. No similar case was reported in this family.

The external examination showed a hypotrophic male fetus with oligoamnios sequence deformation: Potter face, comptodactily, clubbed feet and a loss of vault ossification in the skeletal radiography (Figure 1).

At dissection we noticed pulmonary hypoplasia with small kidneys weighting 1g together: inferior to 5th percentile and having normal architecture at cutting.

Histological examination of the samples taken from the kidney shows a hypoplastic feature with a preserved architecture, a conserved cortico-medullary differentiation and the presence of rows of immature nephron at the edges; a very prominent reduction of proximal tubules is noticed. The immunohistochemistry showed a positivity of the tubules with EMA. However, there was lack of positivity with liposomes and alpha anti-trypsine. The diagnosis of tubular dysgenesis associated with lack of vault ossification was retained. Even the kidneys grossly seem to be normal, microscopic study should be meticulous in order to detect segmental nephronic anomalies as tubular dysgenesis. The examination of the bone mineralization and other organs as the liver can sometimes classify this kidney dysgenesis in rare syndromic anomalies.
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Figure 1: External examination of fetus: Potter face, comptodactily and clubbed feet.
architecture, a conserved cortico-medullary differentiation and the presence of rows of immature nephron at the edges; a very important reduction of proximal tubules is noticed. The interstitial tissue was abundant especially at the medullar level with the presence of vascular structure with thick walls (Figure 2).

The immunohistochemistry showed a positivity of the tubules with the anti-epithelial membrane antigen (anti-EMA) antibody; however, there was lack of positivity with liposome and alpha anti-trypsine labeling (Figure 3).

The diagnosis of tubular dysgenesis associated with lack of vault ossification was retained.

The lungs were of an immature aspect and the rest of the organs showed no histological anomalies.

Discussion

The renal tubular dysgenesis (RTD) was first described by Allanson [2]. Since then some sixty cases have been reported [3].

It’s an anomaly of renal development accruing at the end of the first trimester of intra uterine life. It’s histological characterized by the absence or rarefaction of distorted proximal tubes. Clinically, it is notable by a precocious and persistent oligoamnios responsible for fetal and prenatal death [3-5].

Renal tubular dysgenesis is a recessive autosomal family disorder which leads to absence or severe hypoplasia of proximal tubules [3]. The RTD is noted with equal frequency in both sexes. Clinically, oligoamnios a constant sign, constitutes the revealing symptom usually detected between 18 and 26 weeks of gestation [6].

The antenatal ultrasound exam does not demonstrate anomalies or obvious causes of oligoamnios, because both kidneys are generally of normal volume and homogeneous echostructure, the urinary cavities are never dilated.

Severe and persistent oligoamnios is a serious complication of RTD, responsible for prenatal fetal death by acute respiratory distress associated with pulmonary hypoplasia. Diagnosis of RTD is always histological and is observed on autopsy examination. The elementary lesion is a global decrease in the number of normally differentiated proximal tubes identifiable by morphological criteria (brush like edges) and immunohistochemistry associated with an abnormal increase in interstitial tissue an important and diffused thickening of the muscular walls of the interlobular and preglomerular arteries; a moderate retraction of glomeruli is also seen [3].

The etiopathogenesis of RTD is a controversial subject.

Some authors advocate an anomaly of the development of the renine-angiotensine system [3,7]. It was shown recently that autosomal recessive renal tubular dysgenesis is genetically heterogeneous and linked to mutations in the genes that encode components of the renin-angiotensin system. Lacoste et coll. recently confirmed the involvement of the RAS by showing that mutations in the genes that encoding renin, angiotensinogen, ACE, and AngII receptor type 1 (AT1) are associated with autosomal recessive RTD. The study of the protein of these systems demonstrated a considerable increase in the distribution of renine in the juxta glomerular system, but also in the mesangium and the smooth muscular cells at the totality of the renal arterial structures. This will be responsible for a renal hypoperfusion.

Some authors proposed within a primitive deficit of the development of proximal tubes due to an anomaly of the growth factor implicated in the differentiation of these nephritic segments [7].

RTD was described in certain fetuses in association with other malformation and/or in metabolic anomalies such as a defect of mineralization of calvaria, resulting in wide cranial sutures and large fontanels, a hemochromatoses [3,4,8,9]. The genetic cause of this group of lesion could not be confirmed. Some authors suggest that these lesions are related rather to an antenatal hypoxia (ischemic lesions) [3].

The combination of renal tubular dysgenesis (RTD) and meconium ileus was described for the first time by Swinford and coll [6].

Other authors described a case of congenital hypernephronic nephromegaly with tubular dysgenesis [10]. Light microscopy demonstrates increased numbers of glomeruli, undifferentiated tubules, and interstitial fibrosis. The recurrence of this anomaly in the male children of a consanguineous couple suggests an X-linked recessive mode of inheritance, although an autosomal-recessive mode of inheritance cannot be ruled out.

Daïkha-Dahmane and coll. report renal lesions observed in a fetus exposed throughout pregnancy to angiotensin II type I (AT 1) receptor antagonists. They suggest that the use of AT 1 receptor antagonists during pregnancy may have a severe deleterious effect on kidney development in the fetus with renal tubular dysgenesis [11]. Kato and coll. report another case of secondary drug-induced RTD due to administration of an angiotensin II receptor antagonist (ARB) during the second trimester of pregnancy [5].

RTD was established by the detection of a monomorphous undifferentiated population of tubules, absence of proximal tubules, and dense epithelial membrane antigen immunoreactivity of all tubules. The lack of alpha1-antitrypsin binding and immunohistochemical characteristics of collecting ducts; proximal tubules were not identified by lectin-binding. Electron-microscopic examination showed a general absence of differentiated characteristics in cortical tubular epithelium, except that rare tubules contained rudimentary proximal tubular brush borders [6].

In conclusion, even the kidneys grossly seem to be normal in fetuses with anuria, fetopathological examination with microscopic study should be meticulous in order to detect segmental nephronic anomalies as tubular dysgenesis. The examination of the bone mineralization and other organs as the liver can sometimes classify this kidney dysgenesis in rare syndromic anomalies. The identification of the disease on the basis of precise histologic analysis and the research of the genetic defect allow genetic counseling [14] and early prenatal diagnosis.
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